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Advance Colorado Institute President Michael
Fields had his op-ed published on Colorado
Politics this week shedding light on some
political skullduggery that took place on the
Title Board recently. In a blatant attempt to kill
a ballot initiative measure that would have
ensured that violent criminals serve at least
85% of their sentence, Attorney General Phil
Weiser had his Solicitor General Eric Olsen
and another board member take over the Title
Board to flip a vote so he would not have to
face a question on the ballot that would make
it harder for Weiser to be re-elected. We are
appealing to the Colorado Supreme Court.

Advance Colorado President George
Brauchler penned an op-ed in the Denver
Post calling on the legislature to make
possession of any amount of fentanyl a
felony and increase penalties for anyone
who deals illegal drugs that kill. More than
180 Coloradans — an average of at least
two per day — have passed away from a
fentanyl overdose since the beginning of
the 2022 General Assembly 106 days ago
and our legislators have not yet passed a
single law to address the unabated death
count, despite having broken the system in
2019.

Led by Advance Colorado Institute’s
President Michael Fields and Legal
Director Dan Burrows, we joined with
Americans for Prosperity, State Senator
Jerry Sonnenberg and others to file suit
against Governor Polis seeking to undo the
massive transportation bill Democrats
passed last session.

Wearing one of his many hats, Advance
Colorado President George Brauchler
joined his colleague, Common Sense
Institute Criminal Justice Fellow Mitch
Morrissey, in releasing a new report on
the economic impact of crime in Colorado
during 2021. The cost of crime in
Colorado in 2021 totaled $31B. This was
an increase of $3.5B, or 12.9%, from the
cost in 2020, primarily driven by the
increase in violent crimes.

Read the Report

Listen

Rockin’ The
Rundown
Podcast
Don’t forget to give a listen to “The
Rundown” –– our Podcast that
highlights the policy issues and
matters critical to Coloradans in all
four corners of the state. Recent
guests include State Senator Paul
Lundeen who gave an update on
what's happening at the Colorado
Capitol, Ben Murrey of The
Independence Institute discussing
liberal attempts to hold up the
legislature, and Dave Olesky form
the Drug Enforcement Administration
talking about the growing and deadly
issue of fentanyl in Colorado.
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Email us
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Home Academy Institute News

Hi Friends, 

It’s starting to feel like Spring and we wanted to share with you the first installment of “The
Connection” –– our monthly newsletter. We hope it lets you stay connected to all the
important news and updates from Advance Colorado as we work to foster the next
generation of conservative leaders as we take Colorado in a new direction. 

With the legislative session in its final weeks and November quickly approaching, there’s a
lot of ground to cover. Don’t forget to follow us on Twitter and connect with us on
Facebook to stay up-to-speed on the latest developments as they unfold. 

Without further ado, here’s this month’s updates:  

News & Now

Fields: AG sabotages effort to make state safer

Brauchler: Make the possession fentanyl a felony

Advance Colorado Institute Sues State over Gas Tax

SB21-260 created massive new sources of transportation funding ($5.4 billion) paid for
with new fees on gasoline sales, ridesharing apps, deliveries, vehicle registrations and
more. However, Colorado voters passed Proposition 117 in 202, which prohibited state
lawmakers from creating any new fee-based enterprises that would garner $100 million or
more without asking the voters first. The complaint alleges SB21-260 violates Proposition
117 and is in violation of Colorado’s Constitution and TABOR.

CSI Crime Report Estimates Cost of Crime in 2021 at $31 Billion

Champion the Advance Colorado Academy 
Our 2022 New Leader Cohorts are underway and gaining steam as we train and assist the
outstanding conservative leaders and advocates of tomorrow. If you are interested or
know someone who might be interested, applications are available
at www.AdvanceColorado.org/Academy

LET'S KEEP THE MOMENTUM GOING...

We are grateful for your continued support and have big plans for 2022. Help spread the
word and stay engaged as we work to return Colorado to the special place we know it to
be and love.
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